Minutes
EDST Curriculum & Graduate Committee
September 16, 2013
12:00-1:15 pm
BRNG 5180

Present-voting members: Y. Mantzicopoulos, E. Bouck, M. Hirth, E. Deemer
Present-non-voting members: K. Dietz, R Satsangi
Minutes Prepared by: Leslie Sigg

1. Discussion and Action Items:

- **Educational Leadership - Revision of GRE Requirements for MS and EdS Degree Admissions** (initiated by Marilyn Hirth). The Educational Leadership faculty request revisions to the current GRE Requirements for Educational Leadership applicants.

  The revision is as follows:
  
  o Remove the statement (shown here in bold) from the current EDST GRE requirements: ...GRE scores are “REQUIRED FOR All Educational Leadership applicants.”
  
  o Insert the following statement (shown in bold), in the current EDST GRE requirements: ...GRE scores are “REQUIRED FOR All Special Education and Educational Leadership master's applicants with less than 3.0/4.0) undergraduate cumulative GPA.”

  The Committee discussed and unanimously approved this request. Dr. Hirth abstained from the vote.

- **Educational Leadership - Director of Exceptional Needs License Revision** (initiated by Marilyn Hirth). To align with REPA the Educational Leadership faculty requested revisions to the Director of Exceptional Needs License.

  Following review and discussion that committee unanimously approved this request. Dr. Hirth abstained from the vote.

- **Educational Leadership - Revision of Related Area Credits Required for the PhD degree** (initiated by Marilyn Hirth). Following brief discussion, it was decided that this request needed to be brought to the department head because, in part, it involved issues (e.g., course availability and scheduling) beyond the scope of the committee’s charge. The chair and professor Hirth will meet with the Department Head to discuss this request and bring it back to the Committee for discussion and vote, if appropriate.
2. Report from the Office of Graduate Studies – K. Dietz

- Coming this fall, requests for students to set up graduate committees will go to an online system.

- Also new this fall, the online system for graduate student applications will change. The College of Education will be implementing a new application process for student applications. It’s based on the College of Management’s application review process.

Next C & G Committee meeting is Thursday, November 7, 2013, 1:00-3:00 pm, BRNG 4180